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Gärtnerstrasse 46
4057 Basel
Switzerland


*Applies to deliveries to Switzerland, EU, USA, Canada, UK, and Norway. Please check for delivery times to other countries at Payment & Shipping.
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    Let customers speak for us
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      E 
           MacBook Stand Wood    
       Eric     
    
 Amazing Product Love the quality of the product and how it holds my laptop at the right angle to view and properly cool!

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    D 
           MacBook Stand Wood    
       Dudley     
    
 I wish I had discovered it years earlier I've had my MacBook Pro stand for over 6 months. I use it ever single day, at home and at the office. On the days, that I forget to put it into my backpack, I am very bummed.
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           MacBook Stand Wood    
       Kathy B.     
    
 Beautiful and Practical Since COVID, I have been looking for a way to have zoom meetings with my MacBook that is the right height.  This is it....  Not only is it a piece of art, beautiful in every way, when I use it to zoom, my head and background are the perfect height for the best possible picture.  When my husband saw how great it was, we ordered another.  Thank-you for such a wonderful item that I will cherish for years.  This will be at the top of our Christmas list for other family members.
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           MacBook Stand Wood    
       Jack W.  (United States)   
    
 Beautiful craftsmanship as well as nice grain in the walnut. 2nd purchase. So happy. I purchased an iPad stand a couple years ago and just purchased a MacBook Pro Stand, both in walnut. They are works of art and so functional. Precision in the fit and function. Such beauty. Thank you!
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           MacBook Stand Wood    
       YSA  (Kuwait)   
    
  Perfect !
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           MacBook Stand Wood    
       J-B  (Switzerland)   
    
 Practical and elegant This was well worth the money. The stand not only helps my posture by raising the laptop, but it's just gorgeous (and sturdy). Sitting on a walnut desk it blends in perfectly. I would highly reccomend!
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 Many thanks for your positive feedback. The stands look great on your walnut desktop.
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           Headphone Stand Wood    
       Mohammed E.  (United Arab Emirates)   
    
 Love it !! Elegantly simple and very functional :) it completed my headphone setup .
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